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Discussion 1 of 2

Many of our daily choices are based on some type of argument from comparison. We often compare the advantages and disadvantages of various different situations and scenarios before making a decision. Think of a situation where you made a decision using an argument from comparison. Did the argument from comparison help you make the right decision or would have using a different argument strategy been more effective?

Online vs. Brick-and-Mortar  Edward Jackson   6/11/2011 12:24:31 PM 
A recent comparison argument I made had to do with education.  The exact question was, “Which kind of school should I choose, a conventional brick-and-mortar school or an online university?”  The pros for a brick and mortar school would be I would get to socialize with students, and be more closely involved in campus driven events and extracurricular activities.  Professors would be readily available for face-to-face questions outside that of classroom time.  And, I would get to participate in the “college experience”.  The pros of the online school would be convenience of being able to work a full -time job and I would still get to go to school.  I would not have the distractions of sports events, school events, and other disruptions to the overall learning process; I would get to focus on education and earning a degree.

Convenience becomes the most important element.  I needed to be able to work full-time and go to school.  Some of the pros of brick-and-mortar schools began to look not so good. As far as extracurricular activities, online schools have many, and I have also found many other ways to participate in academic events, like online learning videos that come from schools like Yale, MIT, and Harvard—examples:  http://oyc.yale.edu/courselist


-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
http://eddiejackson.net

RE: Initial Post  Edward Jackson   6/11/2011 12:56:51 PM 
 
That's wonderful that you have never had a problem with your new vehicle.  It's funny you should speak about a new car as I am also thinking about getting a new vehicle; my current, old car does not crank half the time.  Price, features, and local availability will be what I'll be looking for in my new car.  I hope my decisions will go as well as yours have gone.

-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
http://eddiejackson.net 



RE: Work or stay at home with the kids  Edward Jackson   6/11/2011 4:04:02 PM 
Great post!  Having kids is tough, especially if you're juggling school and/or work.  Everything is so expensive these days ie. daycare, that staying home does seem like the right choice.  That was a good comparison argument that you made which had a positive outcome.  Weighing the pros and cons of any argument is a great way of achieving a desirable outcome.

-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
http://eddiejackson.net 
 

 


Discussion 2 of 2
This assignment requires you analyze a newspaper article from the New York Times, Washington Post, or Monitor. You will use ideas drawn from our readings to find examples of arguments in written sources. You may select a story (news writing or opinion/editorial) on a topic that matters to you. 
Your assignment is as follows:
Read the entire article to obtain a clear understanding of the overall argument being presented. Identify the three elements of the psychology of argumentation within the article’s argument. What is the Logos of the argument? What is the Ethos of the argument? What is the Pathos of the argument? 

Post your analysis in the threaded discussion. You should give a brief summary of the article, present the chosen quote in full from the part of the article you are analyzing, and provide the article’s complete URL. 

Sex Scandals  Edward Jackson   6/12/2011 12:52:48 PM 
I read an article from the New York Times and the title reads “Why Woman Don’t Get Caught in Sex Scandals”.
The article was inspired by the recent, personal blunder of Anthony D.Weiner; where he sent out Internet pictures, of let’s say, things other people should not see.

The Logos is really based upon the fact that “Female politicians rarely get caught up in sex scandals".  And from the information within this article this statement does seem true.

The Pathos is the reason why women rarely cheat is because “… women are less likely to run for office; it is more difficult to recruit them, even when they have the same professional and educational qualifications as men".  Women usually have a cause to fight for (and constantly have to prove themselves to their male counterparts), whereas men tend to be building a professional resume.
And, the Ethos of the matter is that men are regularly caught (in unethical behavior) and is demonstrated through this statement: “…‘What is it with these guys? Don’t they think they’re going to get caught?’ ”. This is an obvious statement that what men are doing is wrong.
Link: http://www.nytimes.com/2011/06/12/weekinreview/12women.html?_r=1&hp
-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
http://eddiejackson.net 
 
RE: Question 2  Edward Jackson   6/13/2011 11:05:42 AM 
I would have never guessed that was even an option.  I'm thinking once you're rich, the sky is the limit on what your money can provide for you.  Only if you or I had thought of this idea :-)
The logos part is definitely right on; executives do pay steep prices for the things they want.
-----------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
http://eddiejackson.net 
 

RE: Laptops in class  Edward Jackson   6/13/2011 9:36:15 PM 
I'm in IT and I would be the first to say laptops, phones, and other gadgets can definitely detract from the overall learning experience.  There is so much out there that can steal your focus and concentration, that it really becomes difficult in the extreme to maintain solid concentration during your studies.  I'm all for leveraging technology to make us smarter but we have to watch out for all the pitfalls that technology presents; just to name a few:  making us lazy, hindering true, higher learning (which I believe requires real concentration effort), and forgetting how to use reference books to obtain information.

---------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student
http://eddiejackson.net" http://eddiejackson.net 

 

 
  










